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We demonstrate a new variation of molecular-tagging velocimetry for hypersonic  ows based on laser-induced
 uorescence. A thin line of nitric-oxide molecules is excited with a laser beam and then, after a time delay, a
 uorescence image of the displaced line is acquired. One component of velocity is determined from the time of
 ight.Thismethodis appliedtomeasure the velocity pro le in aMach 8.5 laminar, hypersonicboundarylayer in the
Australian National University’s T2 free-piston shock tunnel. The single-shot velocity measurement uncertainty
in the freestream was found to be 3.5%, based on 90% con dence. The method is also demonstrated in the
separated  ow region forward of a blunt  n attached to a  at plate in a Mach 7.4  ow produced by the Australian
National University’s T3 free-piston shock tunnel. The measurement uncertainty in the blunt  n experiment is
approximately 30%, owing mainly to low  uorescence intensities, which could be improved signi cantly in future
experiments. This velocimetrymethod is applicable to very high-speed  ows that have low collisional quenching of
the  uorescing species. It is particularly convenient in facilities where planar laser-induced  uorescence is already
being performed.
Introduction
V ELOCITY is one of the most important  ow eld parametersto measure in nonreacting  ows. The velocity  eld is particu-
larly important in hypersonic  ows because it describes the spatial
distributionof kinetic energy, which accounts for a signi cant frac-
tion of the total energy. Although several very good methods for
measuring velocity in hypersonic  ows exist, this paper describes a
new  ow-taggingmethod that should be particularly convenient to
use in some  ow facilities.
We use this new method to measure the velocity pro le of the
laminar boundary layer that develops on a  at plate placed in
a hypersonic freestream. This  ow has been studied extensively
both computationally and experimentally. Good agreement has
been found between predicted and measured pressure and heat-
transfer distributions.1;2 However, because of the dif culty in ac-
curately measuring  ow eld parameters in hypersonic facilities
satisfactory agreement between predicted and measured density,1;2
temperature,3 and velocity1 pro les within the boundary layer have
not yet been realized to our knowledge.
The goal of the present experiment was to develop a method
suitable for measuring the velocity in this  ow eld; this velocity
pro le could then be compared with theoretical models that pre-
dict the  ow, in an effort to validate the models. This experiment
is part of a larger study of laminar hypersonic boundary layers,
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includingheat-transfermeasurements,planar laser-induced uores-
cence (PLIF) temperature measurements, and computational  uid
dynamics (CFD) simulations presentedelsewhere.4 To demonstrate
the usefulness of this new velocimetry method to other  ow con-
 gurations, we also use the technique to probe the separated  ow
forward of a blunt  n attached to a  at plate in aMach 7.4  ow. This
con guration simulates the wing/body, tail n/body and strut/wing
junctions on aerospace vehicles. We believe that these are the  rst
velocity measurements of the separated  ow forward of a blunt  n
attached to a  at plate in supersonic or hypersonic  ow.
Velocity has been measured in high-speed gas  ows using a va-
riety of different methods. Hypersonic  ow elds are a challenging
environment for many velocimetry techniques for several reasons.
Physical probes such as hot-wire anemometers are inappropriate
for studying supersonic or hypersonic  ows because they disturb
the  ow and because their size limits the spatial precision of the
measurements. In shock tunnels line or two-dimensional imaging
methodsare preferredto single-pointmethods such as laserDoppler
velocimetryor laser-inducedthermal acoustics5 because the limited
test time of the  owmakes it veryexpensivetomap thevelocity eld.
Severallaser-basedmethodshavebeendevelopedformappingthe
velocity in gaseous  ows. These include particle image velocime-
try and planar Doppler velocimetry.6;7 Both of these methods rely
on scattering of light from particles present or seeded in the  ow.
In hypersonic  ows particles do not always follow the  ow. Also,
in impulse facilities like shock tunnels it is dif cult to seed par-
ticles uniformly into the  ow. For this reason, methods involving
scattering from molecules present in the  ow are more desirable.
Rayleigh-scatteringvelocimetry8¡10 and PLIF velocimetry are two
widely used molecular-basedmethods. Both of these methods use
theDopplershiftof the scatteredlight to determinethe  owvelocity.
We found that Rayleigh-scatteringvelocimetry could not be used in
the Australian National University’s (ANU) free-piston shock tun-
nels becauseMie scattering(from particles)overwhelmedRayleigh
scattering (from molecules) by more than an order of magnitude.
A molecular absorption  lter is commonly used to separate Mie
and Rayleigh signals. However, we could not use an absorption  l-
ter because in the present experiment both particles and molecules
were moving at hypersonicvelocities in some parts of the  ow and
subsonic velocities elsewhere. Without a way to separate the Mie
and Rayleigh signals in this  ow, we abandoned that approach in
favor of PLIF velocimetry. PLIF signal is spectrally separate from
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Fig. 1 Schematic of LIF  ow tagging of the boundary layer on a  at
plate. Flow is from left to right.
laser scatter, and therefore most elastic scattering from particles
and surfaces can be  ltered out. We have recently had success us-
ing PLIF to measure the radial component of velocity in ANU’s
T2 free-piston shock tunnel.11 Doppler-basedPLIF velocimetryhas
previously been used to measure two components of velocity by
several authors.12¡14 However, because of the optical access limi-
tations in ANU’s shock tunnels, another method for measuring the
streamwise velocity was sought.
PLIF has been used in a wide variety of velocimetry methods
based on  ow tagging.15¡24 In thesemethods time-of- ight of laser-
excited molecules is used to determine the  ow velocity. Unfor-
tunately, most of these  ow-tagging methods require two or even
three independentlytuneableand delayable pulsed lasers.One laser
is typically used to write a line into the  ow (via Raman excitation,
dissociation, or ionization), and the second laser is used to probe
the displacement of this line at a subsequent time. Hiller et al.19
developeda  ow-tagging velocimetrymethod requiring only a sin-
gle pulsed laser. They demonstrated the technique by seeding the
moleculebiacetylinto a subsonic owandobservingits phosphores-
cenceafter laserexcitation.Hiller et al.’s methodhas beenusedmore
recently by Stier and Koochesfahani23 and also Lempert et al.,24
who used biacetyl and acetone, respectively, to map velocity  elds
in subsonic  ows.
Our paper extends the method of Hiller et al.19 to a newmolecule
and to high-speed  ows. The technique is illustrated schematically
inFig.1.Weuseda tuneablepulsed laserto excitea thin lineof nitric-
oxide (NO) molecules that are naturally present in the shock-tunnel
gas. These excitedmolecules uoresceas they convect downstream.
If the  ow velocity is high and the test gas composition is chosen to
have a low collisional quenching rate Q, then the  uorescencewill
continue over a short distance, for example, a few millimeters. By
introducinga delaybetweenthe laserexcitationpulseand thecamera
acquisition time, one can observe the downstreammovement of the
taggedmolecules,fromwhich the velocitycan be simply calculated.
Thismethod has several advantagescompared to other velocime-
try methods. First, it uses a single laser, which reduces cost and
setup time. Second, this method is very convenient in many facili-
ties, like the free-piston shock tunnels at the ANU, where scientists
are alreadyperformingPLIF thermometry:one needs only to adjust
the two sheet forming lenses (described in detail later) and delay
the camera acquisitiontime to measure the velocity.Third, the anal-
ysis of the raw data to obtain velocity is straightforward. Fourth,
compared to single-point techniques the method is advantageous
because it canmeasure velocity along a line in the  ow during a sin-
gle laser pulse, and it can be extended to measure multiple velocity
components over a two-dimensional region of  ow by projecting a
grid of laser beams, as demonstrated in Ref. 23. Finally, the method
uses much lower pulse energy (»1 mJ) compared to many other
 ow-tagging methods (e.g., RELIEF16 typically uses hundreds of
millijoules to tag the molecules), so that the likelihood of damage
to expensiveaerospacevehiclemodels is reduced, as are systematic
errors as a result of surface heating from the incident radiation.The
most notable disadvantage of the method is that the  ow velocity
u must be on the order of, or greater than, w=¿LIF , where w is the
laser sheet width and ¿LIF is the  uorecence lifetime. This limita-
tion restricts the application of this method to high-velocity, low
collisional quenching  ow environments.
Theory
Fluorescence Tagging Velocimetry Method
The PLIF method has been used extensively in  uid mechan-
ics and to study combustion (see Refs. 25 and 26 and references
therein). PLIF uses a laser to promote molecules from their ground
states to excited states.Once in the excited state, themolecules  uo-
resce. This  uorescenceis capturedby a digital camera.Many PLIF
measurement techniques (thermometry, Doppler-based velocime-
try, mole fraction imaging, etc.) require a detailed understanding
of the PLIF excitation and  uorescence process, including the ac-
curate knowledge of the absorbing molecule’s spectroscopy and
energy transfer rates. However, the presentmethod only dependson
one critical parameter: the  uorescence lifetime ¿LIF D 1=.AC Q/,
where A is the spontaneous emission rate and Q is the collisional
quenching rate. Assuming that the laser pulse duration ¿L is much
shorter than ¿LIF , the time evolution of the  uorescence intensity is
given by
ILIF D ILIFo exp.¡t=¿LIF/ (1)
where ILIFo is the  uorescenceintensity at the end of the laser pulse
(i.e., the start of the exponential decay).
Nitric-oxide laser-induced  uorescence is a particularly appro-
priate optical measurement scheme for use in shock tunnels. NO
is generated naturally by the shock-heating process during normal
operation, which means that toxic gas handling systems are not re-
quired to seedNO into the  ow. Furthermore, the NO mole fraction
can be adjusted between 0 and »8% by varying the ratio of O2/N2
in the shock tube gas.
For the  rst excited electronicstate of NO that is populatedby the
laser in this experiment, A has been measured to be»1=(220 ns).27
Thus, in the absence of quenchingcollisions ¿LIF D 220 ns. Increas-
ing Q always reduces the  uorescencelifetime.Paul et al.27 provide
rate constantsand formulas for computing the collisionalquenching
rates forNOwhen collidingwith otherspecies.Of interest in thecur-
rent work is that O2 quenchesNO  uorescenceover three orders of
magnitude more ef ciently than N2 . For  uorescence  ow-tagging
velocimetrywe can improve the signal-to-noiseratio of the acquired
images by mimimizing Q, therebymaximizing ¿LIF so that the  uo-
rescence is long lived. The longer the  uorescence lasts, the longer
the delay that can be used between the laser and camera, and the
more sensitive the velocity measurement.
Once the delayed  uorescenceimages are acquired, they must be
processed to determine the displacementof the tagged gas.We have
used an algorithm provided by Glenn Diskin from NASA Langley
Research Center, Hampton, Virginia. The algorithm  rst smooths
the raw data by convolving the raw image with a 3 by 4 pixel
wide Gaussian function (oriented so that there is less smoothing
in the streamwise direction). Next, the maximum intensity along
each row of the image (in the streamwise direction) is determined.
Finally, a quadratic polynomial is  t to the three pixels nearest
the maximum along that row to determine the center of the dis-
placed line. This process is repeated for each row in the image
to determine displacement as a function of height above the  at
plate.
If the laser sheet is not orientedperpendicularto the  ow, then the
method just describedcan lead to a systematicerror in the measured
velocity. To account for this laser-sheetmisalignment, we obtain a
 uorescence image prior to each shot in the tunnel by  lling the test
chamber with static gas containing a small amount of NO. This im-
age is analyzedat the same time as the delayed  ow eld images,and
the static gas measurementis subtractedfrom the  owmeasurement
to correct for laser-sheetmisalignment.
In general, time-of- ight velocity is determined from
u D d=¿d (2)
whereu is the  owvelocity,d is thedisplacementmeasuredfrom the
images, and ¿d is the delay between the laser pulse and the camera
acquisition. However, this is only true in the limit that the laser
pulse duration ¿L and the camera gate duration, ¿G are negligible
compared to ¿d . For the boundary-layer measurements ¿d varies
from 250 to 750 ns, whereas ¿L is 20§ 3 ns and ¿G is 30§ 3 ns.
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Fig. 2 Schematic of images that would be acquired by a CCD camera
at different delays and gate durations during the experiment.
For the blunt  n measurements ¿d is 500 ns, ¿L is 9§ 2 ns, and ¿G
is 20§ 3 ns. Thus, these durations are signi cant and need to be
considered in the present work.
Figure 2 shows a schematic that explains how we derived the ap-
propriate delay time to use in the analysis of the data. In drawing
this  gure, simplifying assumptions were made to isolate the most
important physics of the process. In particular,we assumed that the
laser sheet is in nitely thin spatially, and we neglected the fact that
the intensity of the  uorescence decays exponentially during the
experiment. In fact, the »6.5 pixel width of the laser sheet does
not introduce a systematic error into the measurement because the
width of the sheet does not shift the center of the tagged line. The  -
nite width does, however, reduce the sensitivityof the measurement
because it broadens the tagged line, making it harder to identify the
center of the line. The second assumption is not particularly good:
the LIF intensity does decay slightly during the measurement time.
If the tagged line were in nitely narrow spatially, the  uorescence
would decrease exponentiallywith distance in the acquired image.
The  tting algorithm just describedwould then producea systemat-
ically low velocity.Because the  owmoves less than2 pixelsduring
the image acquisition time, we calculate the systematic error from
this effect to be approximately 120 th of a pixel, which is small com-
pared to other errors in the experiment. In this  gure and derivation
we also assume that the laserpulseandcameragateeachhave square
top-hat temporalpro les. Futhermore,we neglectdiffusionbecause
it acts to broaden, but not shift, the tagged line of molecules.
Figure 2 shows the  uorescence image that would be obtained
at various times in the experiment. The top panel [charge-coupled
device (CCD) at t D 0] shows how the  uorescence image would
look on a CCD camera just after the laser turned on, assuming
that the camera gate duration was in nitesimal (say<1 ns). The
second panel (CCD from t D 0! ¿L) shows the image that would
be obtained if the camera gate opened at time zero and remained
open for a duration equal to ¿L . In this case the gas moves during
the time that the laser is on. So, the laser tags a patch of gas with
a spatial width equal to u ¢ ¿L . If the velocity is equal to zero (as it
is in the static gas measurement performed as a reference, prior to
each shot), then the width of this patch of gas is in nitesimal, and
the image looks identical to the top panel.
The third panel (CCD at t D ¿d ) shows how the tagged gas would
look if imaged by a camera delayed by ¿d and having an in nitely
short gate duration. This image shows that the tagged patch of gas
has translated by a distance equal to u ¢ ¿d . The fourth panel (CCD
from t D ¿d ! ¿d C ¿G) shows the image that would be acquired by
a cameragate that is delayedfrom the laser pulseby ¿d and that has a
duration of ¿G . In this case the image is a convolutionof the tagged
patch of gas and the camera gate. The center of this trapezoidal
area is displaced to the right of the left edge of the trapezoid by the
distanceequal to u ¢ .¿L C ¿G /=2. This motional blurring does occur
in the experimental, although in the  gure it is greatly exaggerated
for clarity.
In the experiment and image analysiswe determine the displace-
ment d between the static gas (an image similar to the top panel) and
the image acquired during the shot (an image similar to the fourth
panel). Thus, the velocity is computed according to
u D d=[¿d C .¿L C ¿G /=2] (3)
Hypersonic Boundary-Layer Flow
The laminar boundary layer that forms on a  at plate in a hyper-
sonic  ow is a relativelywell-understood ow eld.1;2 As shown in
Fig. 1, a thin boundary layer grows on the  at plate. The bound-
ary layer grows quadratically near the leading edge and linearly
further downstream. The rapid growth of the boundary layer at
the sharp leading edge causes a weak shock wave to form. This
shock weakens as it bends downstream, as shown in the  gure.
One characteristic that distinguishes hypersonic boundary layers
from their supersonic and subsonic counterparts is that the tem-
perature in the boundary layer increases dramatically above the
freestream temperature as viscosity converts kinetic energy to ther-
mal energy. If the wall is thermally conducting, then the tempera-
ture in the boundary layer adjacent to the wall approaches the wall
temperature.
A slight complication in the present experiment is that we used
a conical nozzle. Thus, the  ow continued to diverge as it passed
along the  at plate. This caused a slight pressure gradient in the
freestream that must be accounted for in CFD comparisons with
these measurements.
Hypersonic Flow over a Blunt Fin Attached to a Flat Plate
The hypersonic  ow over a blunt  n attached to a  at plate
simulates the wing/body, tail n/body, and strut/wing junctions on
aerospace vehicles. We have attached a 19-mm-diam blunt  n
152 mm downstream of the leading edge of a  at plate and in-
serted this model into a hypersonic  ow at 0-deg incidence.Similar
con gurations have been studied extensivelywith surfacemeasure-
ment techniques,28;29 and recently with planar  ow eld visualiza-
tionmethods.30 These referencesand references therein can be seen
for a detailed description of the  ow eld. Brie y, a boundary layer
forms on the  at plate. At the same time a bow shock forms on
the blunt  n. The interaction between the boundary layer and the
strong shock wave causes the boundary layer to separate upstream
of the blunt  n. The separated  ow region then induces an oblique
separation shock wave on top of the separated  ow region. In the
separated  ow region closest to the  at plate, the gas temperature
is high, and reverse  ow (gas travelling upstream) is expected.The
goal of the present measurements was to observe this reverse  ow
using the new velocimetrymethod.
Experiment
The experiments were performed in the T2 and T3 free-piston
shocktunnelsat theAustralianNationalUniversity.31;32 A schematic
of the boundary-layer velocimetry experiment, performed in the
T2 free-piston shock tunnel, is shown in Fig. 3. The nozzle had
a 15-deg full-angle conical geometry with a 5.4-mm-diam throat
and a 73-mm exit, resulting in an exit-to-throat area ratio of 183.
The nozzle had a throat-to-exit length of 255 mm. The shock tube
was  lled to 100 kPa with a mixture of 98.9% N2 and 1.1% O2
and was at room temperature prior to tunnel operation. This gas
mixture was chosen to produce an amount of NO suf cient to pro-
duce good  uorescence but that would minimize the amount of the
gases (O2, O, and NO) that are ef cient quenchers. The primary
shock speed was 2:4§ 0:05 km/s, which corresponds to a  ow en-
thalpy of 5.8 MJ/kg. The nozzle-reservoir pressure was measured
to be 27:5§ 1:5 MPa, and reservoir temperature was calculated
to be 4591 K using the equilibrium shock-tube code.33 We used
the one-dimensional nonequilibrium code STUBE to estimate the
nozzle-exitconditions(to be used as an inlet conditionforCFD) and
to estimate the freestreamconditionsat the measurement location.34
At the measurement location,65 mm downstreamof the nozzle exit
and 80mm downstreamof the leadingedge of the  at plate,STUBE
predicts a velocity of 3184§ 80 m/s, a temperature of 362§ 25 K,
a pressureof 2:4§ 0:2 kPa, and aMach number of 8:52§ 0:05. The
estimatedgas compositionat this locationwas 98.3%N2 , 1.0%NO,
0.3% O2, and 0.3% O. The Reynolds number based on the distance
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Fig. 3 Schematic of the experiment. In the present experiment the cylindrical lens was rotated by 90 deg to orient the laser sheet across the span of
the  at plate. An aperture in front of the test section clipped the beam to a width of 3 mm.
Fig. 4 Plan view of the measurement location.
from the leading edge of the  at plate to the measurement location
was 27,000, whereas the critical Reynolds number for transition to
turbulencein a hypersonic ow over a  at plate is 1£ 106 (Ref. 35).
During the measurement time, the T2 shock tunnel recoils
8:0§ 0:5 mm. After recoil the tip of the  at plate was located
15§ 0:5 mm inside the nozzle, corresponding to a distance of
240§ 0:5 mm from the nozzle throat. As shown in Fig. 4, the  at
plate was 120 mm long and had a width of 50 mm. It had a sharp
leading edge and was mounted from the rear by a sting. As shown
in the  gure, the laser sheet in the current experiment was oriented
perpendicularto the  ow and parallel to the line of sight of the cam-
era. Also shown in the  gure is the orientationof the laser sheet for
the thermometry experiments reported elsewhere.4 The laser sheet
was centered 80§ 1 mm downstream of the leading edge and was
measured to be 0:20§ 0:05 mm thick.
For the measurements in the T2 shock tunnel, we frequency-
doubled the output of an excimer-pumped dye laser (Lambda
Physik,ScanmateII) to obtain2-mJ,25-nspulsesat 225nm,coincid-
ing with the (0,0) vibrationalband of the A–X electronic transition
of NO. Most of the laser light was formed into a 3-mm-wide sheet
and was directed into the test section perpendicularto the  ow. Ap-
proximately 1 mJ was used to form the laser sheet. A small portion
of the laser beam was split off and used for wavelength calibration
by performingLIF ofNO generatedby entrainmentof nitrogenfrom
room air into an H2/O2 welding torch.
Approximately a half-hour before each T2 shock tunnel run, we
 lled the test section with 1.7% NO in He to a pressure of about
2 kPa. The laser was tuned to the peak of the NO transition. We
then obtained a LIF image of the line in the static gas to be used as
a zero-velocity reference image during the analysis. Next, the test
section was evacuated in preparation for a shot. Just prior to each
shot we adjusted the laser to the same transitionby monitoringLIF
in a  ame. Immediately before the shot (<5 s), the tunnel operator
stopped the laser via a remote switch next to the  ring valve. After
the  ring valvewas opened, the nozzle reservoirpressuretransducer
detected the shock re ection at the end of the shock tube, and the
laser  red 350 ¹s later. This delay was chosen to coincide with the
period of steady  ow in the shock tube.
An intensi ed CCD camera (Princeton Instruments,16-bit CCD,
576£ 384pixels,30§ 3-nsgate duration)capturedthe  uorescence
image at right angles to the laser sheet. The image resolution was
22:4§ 0:2 pixels per mm. A 2-mm-thick UG-5  lter was placed
in front of the intensi ed CCD (ICCD) camera. This  lter allowed
the  uorescence above 230 nm to pass into the camera, but cut
off most of the elastically scattered laser light and some of the  ow
luminosity.The  lter also blockedresonant uorescence[A–X (0,0)
near 226 nm].
Some light originating from the surface of the  at-platemodel is
transmitted through the  lter. We believe that this could be  uores-
cence resulting from ablation of the black paint on the model. For
the last three shots of the experiment,the paintwas removed,and the
surfacewas polished,which reduced the intensityof the scatter by a
factor of  ve.We did not want to eliminate this scattered light com-
pletely because it serves as an excellentmarker for determining the
locationof the intersectionbetween the laser beam and the  at plate.
For themeasurementsin theT2 shock tunnel,we probed the coin-
cidental overlap of four different NO lines: Q2(19.5) and Q1(12.5)
and their satellite transitions at 44,227.71 cm¡1. These four transi-
tionswere chosen for their appreciableground-statepopulationsfor
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all temperatures expected in the experiment as well as their strong
transition probability,which results in strong  uorescence.
Considering the laser energy used, the pulse duration, the beam
area, the transition line strength, and an estimate of the  ow condi-
tions, we predict that the laser irradiance is  ve times the saturation
irradiance Isat in the freestream. Higher irradiance would not in-
crease the signal intensity signi cantly. For this reason we spread
the laser beam out into a sheet 3 mm wide. This increases the signal
intensityby a factorof»15 compared to focusingthe beam to a spot
0.2 mm in diameter because the laser energy is spread out along a
line rather than further saturatingthe transitionat a singlepoint.The
line was limited to 3 mm because this was a similar length to the
camera’s depth of  eld (»2 mm) and a wider sheet would cause the
line to blur.
Other approacheswere used to increase the signal-to-noiseratio
in the raw images.The cameragainwas increasedto 9.5/10 for some
of the longerdelays.Also,we used themaximumlensaperture(4.5).
The camerawas placedas closeas possible(about30cm) to themea-
surement location to collect the maximum amount of  uorescence
and to provide the highest possiblemagni cation. Furthermore, the
camera was oriented slightly above the level of the  at plate so
that the full area of the lens would collect  uorescence from the
region closest to the plate. These measures were necessarybecause
we estimate that ¿LIF D 140 ns. Thus, when ¿d D 750 ns, only 0.5%
of the original  uorescence remains! Owing to the precautions just
described, good velocity measurements were still obtained at this
delay, despite the low signal levels.
Velocitymeasurementswere also performed in a hypersonicsep-
arated  ow in ANU’s T3 free-pistonshock tunnel.The experimental
setup is describedin detail elsewhere.30 In the followingwe describe
only the points that are distinctly different from the measurements
performed in theT2 tunnel, just described.The blunt-n model con-
sisted of a  at plate »200 mm wide and 245 mm long. The blunt
 n was 19 mm thick, with a hemispherical leading edge, and was
158mm long.The front of the blunt  n wasmounted 152mm down-
stream of the sharp leading edge of the  at plate. The model was
rear mounted in the test section of the T3 free-piston shock tunnel
so that the leading edge was 51 mm downstream of the nozzle exit
before the 34mm recoil and 10mm belowthe centerline.The nozzle
was conical with a throat diameter of 25.4 mm, an exit diameter of
305 mm, and a 15-deg full angle. The  ow velocity, pressure, and
temperature computed just forward of the bow shock forming on
the blunt  n are 2.72 km/s, 2.83 kPa, and 325.5 K, respectively.30
The gas composition, by mole fraction, is predicted to be 97.1%
N2 , 1.2% O2, 1.6% NO, and 0.06%O (Ref. 30). The unit Reynolds
number for the experimentwas 4:5£ 106 m¡1, which indicates that
the boundary layer should be laminar before separation.
The  uorescence imaging system used for the measurements on
the T3 shock tunnel is similar to that just described except that the
laser source is an Nd:YAG pumped dye laser, operating at 574 nm.
This light is frequency doubled and mixed with the infrared output
of the Nd:YAG laser to produce up to 5-mJ pulses of 225-nm light
with a durationof 9§ 2 ns. The laser light was directed into the tun-
nel by several sheet-forming optics. Unfortunately, some of these
optics were mounted to the shock tube and others to the laser table,
which led to an unpredictablebeam orientationresulting in system-
atic errors in the measurements. This point is discussed further in
the following section. The laser sheet was 10 mm wide and approx-
imately 0.5 mm thick and was oriented perpendicular to the  ow,
28 mm upstreamof the leading edge of the blunt  n and on the  ow
centerline.The laser frequencywas tuned to thecoincidentaloverlap
between the Q2(30.5) and R2(24.5) lines of NO at 44,401.2 cm¡1.
These transitionswere chosen to provide  uorescence intensities in
all  ow regions of interest.
It was not deemed environmentally responsible to  ll the large
T3 test section and dump tank with toxic NO gas prior to each run
as just described. As a result, it was not possible to obtain a zero-
velocity reference image in static gas. The laser pulse was  red
1500 ¹s after shock re ection, which is in the middle of the steady
 ow time produced by the tunnel. The ICCD camera gate duration
was set to 20 ns, and it was delayed 500 ns from the  ring of the
laser pulse. The camera gain was 1010 . The magni cation obtained
was 19:4§ 0:3 pixels/mm. For the measurements in the T3 shock
tunnel, the camera was positioned slightly below the plane of the
 at plate in order to reduce the intensity of scattered light from the
 at plate. This unfortunately attenuated the  uorescence intensity




Figure 5 shows the images obtained at four differentdelays in the
experiment.The images are shown side by side for clarity.To enable
the lower intensity values in the images to be observed, the images
display the natural logarithm of the raw data. The zero-delay image
was obtained in the static gas in the test section prior to a shot. The
three other delays were obtained during subsequent tunnel runs. In
total, 11 measurements were obtained, using seven different delays
ranging from 0 to 750 ns. The laser enters each image from the
top striking the  at plate located at the bottom of each image. The
scattered light alreadymentioned from the  at plate creates a bright
spot at the bottom of the images, which is clearly visible even in the
three delayed images. This point provides a referencemark for zero
velocity in each image.
The images clearly show that the freestream  ow at the top of
each image is fairly uniform.Close to the  at plate, the images show
Blasius-likepro les, as expected.Note that the signal-to-noiseratio
of the longer delays is signi cantly worse than the shorter delays.
The width of the line in the zero-delay image is approximately 6.5
pixels.This is dominatedby the width of the laser sheet and blurring
causedby the intensi er. The width of the line in the delayed images
is approximately50% larger than the width of the zero-delayimage.
This increase can be attributed to the  nite laser pulse duration and
the  nitecameragateduration,bothofwhich act to blur theobserved
line (see the bottom panel of Fig. 2). The width of the line does not
appear to increasewith delay ¿d . This implies that thermal diffusion
is not a dominant line-broadeningmechanism in this experiment.
From these images we measure the displacement vs height by
using the peak- tting algorithm discussed in the Theory section.
Figure 6 shows the displacementmeasured for shot 725, which had
a delayof ¿d D 350ns.The qualityof thedata is verygood.However,
the displacementmeasured in the freestream is clearly sloped even
thoughwe expecta constantfreestreamvelocity.Figure 6 alsoshows
the displacement measured from the  uorescence image obtained
in the static gas, prior to the shot. This displacement is also sloped.
On eachof the 11 pairs of images, these two slopes,causedby slight
misalignment of the laser sheet, were approximately the same. We
conclude that subtractingthe two displacementsaccuratelycorrects
for misalignment of the laser sheet. Figure 7 shows the corrected
displacement resulting from this subtraction.
For most of the shots, the displacement could not be accurately
determinedwithin 0.3 mm of the wall because of interference from
the light scattered by the model. This corresponds to the inner 15%
of the boundary layer (based on the measured velocity pro le). The
Fig. 5 Raw LIF intensities for four delays: 0, 250, 500, and 750 ns for
a–d, respectively. Image a was obtained in static NO in the test section.
Images b–d were obtained during the shock-tunnel  ow.
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Fig. 6 Displacement measurements for shot 725 (delay of 350 ns) and
for a LIF image taken prior to the shot in static NO.
Fig. 7 Corrected displacement for shot 725.
Fig. 8 Three typical single-shot velocity measurements.
image-processingalgorithm jumps to this bright spot in the image,
producing spurious zero-velocity results near the wall. These bad
data points near the wall were examined and omitted by hand. We
attemptedto crop the brightspot out of the imageand then to re t the
data, but this gave similarly poor results. A better  tting algorithm
might allow the velocity close to the wall to be determined for
all images. As already mentioned, the  nal three measurements
were much less affected by this scatter source. Consequently, these
measurements of velocity were obtained slightly closer to the wall
(within 0.2 mm).
Single-shotvelocitypro les were determined for each shot using
Eq. (3). Figure 8 shows three of the single-shot velocity measure-
Fig. 9 Average and standard deviation of velocity pro les.
Fig. 10 Detail of measured, average velocity pro le near the wall.
ments. A clear trend observed in the experiment was that longer
delays ¿d gave noisier velocity pro les. However, the longer delays
are not necessarily less accurate because the measurement uncer-
tainty of the timing decreaseswith increasing ¿d .
We averaged the nine single-shotvelocity pro les obtained from
shotswhere ¿d > 0.We also took the standarddeviationof the veloc-
ities at each height along these pro les. Figure 9 shows the results.
The freestream velocity is very uniform. The standard deviation
of the velocity in the freestream is »130 m/s and increases in the
boundary layer. When averaged over a height of 3 to 15 mm above
the  at plate, the freestream velocity is 3035§ 100 m/s (standard
error of 3.3%, with 90% con dence). This measured value of the
freestreamvelocityagreeswith the valueof 3184§ 80m/s predicted
by the STUBE  ow code. Becausemeasurements from nine tunnel
shots were averaged, random error from sources such as jitter were
reduced by a factor of three. Because the velocity was averaged
over more than 300 pixels, random error from signal-to-noisecon-
siderations tended to zero. However, uncertainties associated with
systematic errors such as camera magni cation and laser/camera
timing were not reduced by averaging, and these sources of error
dominate the stated uncertainty. This measurement uncertainty is
a substantial improvement over previous measurements obtained
in the same facility using the spark tracer technique. McIntosh36
measured the freestream velocity to be »6000§ 500 m/s (uncer-
tainty of §8% with 90% con dence) at signi cantly different  ow
conditions.
Figure 10 shows a detailed view of the inner boundary layer.
We determined the boundary-layerthickness from this pro le. The
boundary-layer thickness based on 0:95 ¢ u1 is 1:4§ 0:1 mm.
We also used a second method to determine the freestream ve-
locity. We plotted the average of the measured displacement from
3 to 15 mm above the  at plate for each shot against the total delay,
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¿d C .¿L C ¿G /=2. Then a straight line passing through the origin
was  tted to the data. The resulting graph is shown in Fig. 11. Us-
ing this method results in a freestreamvelocity of 3087§ 100 m/s.
This agrees even better with prediction of STUBE than the value
obtained by averaging the single-shot velocities.
Some of the measurement points in Fig. 11 do not fall exactly on
the straight line, nor does the line fall within the error bars of the
measuredpoints,whichweredeterminedfromstatisticalvariationof
the measured displacementsbetween 3 and 15 mm above the plate.
This discrepancycould be explainedby shot-to-shotvariation in the
tunnel operating conditions. For example, the two shots with the
longest delay (750 ns) fall above the line; they also have the highest
recorded reservoir pressures (7% higher than the mean), resulting
in the velocities slightly higher than the mean. Another explanation
is that the magni cation of the system could have changed slightly
when the camerawas refocusedhalfway though the experiment: the
last three measurementsmade (at ¿d D 350, 440, and 650 ns) all fall
below the line.
In determining the measurement uncertainties, we considered
several different sources of error. Error contributions from most of
these sources are shown in Table 1. Signi cant randomerrors in the
experiment include our ability to measure the shift from the image
and the timing jitter in the electronics, particularly in the excimer
laser. Note that the uncertaintyin measuring the shift increaseswith
delay because the signal to noise of the images decreases, whereas
the relative uncertainty in the velocity caused by the timing jitter
decreaseswith delay.
Systematic errors in the experiment included the ability to mea-
sure the magni cation of the optical system and also the timing
uncertaintiesbetween the laser and camera. This timing uncertainty
includes the uncertainty of the laser pulse duration, uncertainty of
Table 1 Error analysis computed for a single-shot
measurement of velocity at a single point along
the tagged line for ¿d = 250, 500, and 750 ns
Error analysis 250 ns 500 ns 750 ns
Random errorsa
Measurement of shift 1.2b 1.8 2.2
Timing jitter (5 ns) 2.0 1.0 0.7
Total random errorsc 2.3 2.1 2.3
Systematic errors
Magni cation 1.0 1.0 1.0
Laser/camera timing (5 ns) 2.0 1.0 0.7
Total systematic errorsc 2.2 1.4 1.2
Overall uncertainty, %d 4.6 3.5 3.5
Uncertainty at 3000, m/s 137 104 105
aRandom errors cited are based on one standard deviation.
bUnless otherwise indicated, the numbers are percentages.
cTotal errors are summed quadratically for both random and system-
atic error sources.
dOverall uncertainty is computed as the linear sum of total random
and systematic errors.
Fig. 11 Measurement of average freestream velocity by  tting a
straight line through time-of- ight data.
the camera gate duration, and uncertainty of the absolute time de-
lay between the laser pulse and the camera acquisition. We esti-
mated these timing uncertainties to between §3 and §5 ns. The
total measurement uncertainty at a single-point in an image for a
single-shotmeasurement is then estimated at §3:5%, although this
depends somewhat on delay. The minimum uncertainty occurs for
longer delays. The uncertainties for averaged freestream velocities
were quoted above at §3% because averaging over many samples
reduces the random error, but not the systematic errors.
Another possible source of error that we investigatedwas the ra-
diative heating of the plate by the laser. This was tested by  ring the
laser directly at a coaxial thermocouple mounted in the plate and
measuring the increase in temperatureusing the thermocouple.The
laser beam occupied the same area as the active area of the thermo-
couple.The junction for the thermocouplewas made by sanding the
surface of the thermocouple until it was  ush with the model sur-
face. The very small contact area gave the thermocouplea response
time of approximately 1 ¹s. The measured peak temperature was
approximately 70 K above ambient, decaying exponentially to am-
bient conditions after 100 ¹s. The beam used in the velocimetry
experiment was much narrower than this beam but had a similar
irradiance.The response time of the thermocoupleis still a factor of
100 slower than the pulse duration, so that the peak heating might
have been greater thanmeasured.However, the responseof the  ow
would be on a similar timescale to the thermocouple. Calculations
performed using the analyticalmethod outlined by Haridas37 show
that for a 100 K difference in surface temperature the velocity pro-
 le varies by no more than 1.5% of the freestream velocity in the
middle of the boundary layer. The variationsnear the wall and near
the freestream are negligible.
Another possible source of error in the current experiment is that
the laser beam appears to ablate a small amount of paint and metal
fromthe  at plateduring themeasurement.This is observedas “laser
scatter” in the images at the surface of the  at plate. The jet formed
by this ablation process could alter the velocity pro le. However,
we believe that this effect is negligible because during the last three
shots, where the model was polished and the emission at the  at
plate was  ve times smaller, we noticed no change in the velocity
pro le compared to the earlier measurements.We believe that this
jet causes very little perturbation to the  ow eld because most of
the tagged  uid quickly propagatesdownstreamof the jet, avoiding
interactionwith the jet. In future experimentswe could reduce this
effect by decreasing the laser intensity substantially (by a factor of
5–10). This would cause the LIF signal to drop by a factor of 2 or 3,
whereas the jet intensity would decrease by a factor of 5–10. One
coulduse this approach to determinewhether jetting from themodel
surface affects the measured velocity pro le.
Reviewing the statisticsof themeasurementsoffers an interesting
insight about the error sources. The freestreamvelocitiesmeasured
within each image had an average standard deviation of 57 m/s or
1.8%. On the other hand, the standard deviation of each image’s
average freestream velocity was much larger: 116 m/s or 3.8%.
This indicatesthat error sourcessuch as timing jitter associatedwith
subsequentmeasurements on different tunnel runs, or the change in
camera magni cation just mentioned, were more signi cant than
random errors within a single measurement, caused by poor signal
to noise in the image, for example. So, it appears that a contribution
from an unknown source of tunnel-run-to-tunnel-run error has not
been accounted for in Table 1. The magnitude of this random error
could be as large as 3%. If this error is truly associated with the
measurement technique, then the overall single-shot measurement
uncertaintieswould be revisedupward to»5%.However, it is likely
that part of this unaccounted for “error” is caused by run-to-run
variationsin the freestreamvelocityproducedby shock tunnelitself,
not caused by the measurement technique. Thus, Table 1 remains
the best estimates of measurement uncertainties.
Blunt-Fin Measurements
To demonstrate the applicability of this method to more compli-
cated  ow elds, we measured the velocity pro le in the separated
 ow region in front of a blunt  n attached to a  at plate in a Mach
7.4  ow. Figure 12 shows a single-shot uorescenceimage obtained
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Fig. 12 Raw  ow-tagging image for
the separated  ow forward of a blunt
 n attached to a  at plate. The ap-
proximate location of the  at plate is
indicated by the black line at the bot-
tom of the image.
through the freestream (top) and separated  ow region (middle and
bottom). The laser entered the imaged region from the top and the
 owdirectionin the freestreamis from left to right.The  ow nearest
the wall is moving to the left. The  uorescence intensity near the
 at plate is low for two reasons.First, the temperature in that part of
the  ow is very high (»2000 K), and the population of the probed
states is small at such high temperatures. Second, the camera was
oriented slightly below the plane of the  at plate to avoid viewing
of the intense scattered light originating from the  at plate. As a re-
sult, much of the  uorescencenear the platewas obscured.Another
consequence of having the camera oriented slightly below the  at
plate is that the scattered light from the  at plate is not at all visi-
ble. Thus, it cannot be used as a referencemark as described in the
preceding boundary-layer measurements. Furthermore, because it
was unsafe to  ll the large T3 test section and dump take with nitric
oxide gas to get a zero-velocity reference image prior to the shot
we have no in situ calibrationof the absolute velocity, nor the angle
of the laser sheet for this blunt- n data set. Instead, we have used
the computed freestream velocity as a calibration point and have
assumed that the laser sheet is propagating perpendicularly to the
 at plate. Although this is not the ideal analysis method, the results
still serve to demonstrate the fact that this velocity measurement
technique can be applied to study complex  ow elds.
Figure 13 shows single-shotvelocity pro les measured from two
successive tunnel runs. The horizontal location of the image was
freelyadjustedso that averagefreestreamvelocitymatched the com-
puted value of 2710 m/s. Otherwise, processing of the images was
similar to the preceding boundary-layer measurements described.
The resulting velocity pro les show the structure of the separated
 ow region, including forward  ow above 7 mm, a shear layer be-
tween 3 and 7 mm, and a zero-velocity line around 4 mm above the
 at plate. The maximum reverse  ow velocity of about¡1900 m/s
occurs at»2 mm above the  at plate, with the velocity approaching
zero at the  at plate. Because no scattered light was observed at the
Fig.13 Measuredvelocity pro le 30mmforwardofa blunt nattached
to a  at plate. Reverse  ow near the wall is clearly observed.
 at plate’s surface, it was dif cult to identify the exact location of
the  at plate. Consequently, there is a large uncertainty (§1.5 mm)
in the height of the measurement, and so some caution should be
exercisedwhen interpreting these data. The uncertainty in the mea-
sured velocities is substantial (up to §600 m/s) because of the low
 uorescence intensities in the raw images. Other sources of error
are small by comparison.
Several changes could be made to improve this second set of ve-
locitymeasurements. First, the camera could be oriented so that the
scattered light from the  at plate is observed.This would provide a
laser-incidencereferencepoint that can be used to identify zero  ow
velocity and to identify the location of the  at plate. This modi ca-
tion would also increase the  uorescence intensity near the model
surface.Other measures could be taken to increase the  uorescence
intensity. These include making the camera gate duration longer
(say, 50 ns insteadof 20 ns) and bymaking the cameradelay shorter
(say, 300 ns instead of 500 ns). These two changes would increase
the signal-to-noiseratio by an order of magnitude that would reduce
the uncertaintyin determiningthe shift to a level that ismore compa-
rable with the other uncertainties in the experiment, such as timing
uncertainties. It is likely that another nearby absorption transition
of nitric oxide could be excited that would increase the  uores-
cence intensity in the hotter part of the  ow. Finally, a small gas
cell containing nitric oxide could have been placed in the measure-
ment region just prior to each shot to measure the orientationof the
laser sheet so that it could be corrected in image processing.Unfor-
tunately, time limitations of the T3 shock tunnel facility prevented
these changes frombeing implemented.Despite the largeuncertain-
ties, thesemeasurementsdemonstrate that nitric-oxide uorescence
 ow-taggingvelocimetryis suitablefor studyingcomplexseparated
 ow elds.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have demonstrated  ow-tagging velocimetry
of NO using a single laser for the  rst time. We used this method
to measure the velocity pro le of a laminar boundary layer on a
 at plate in a hypersonic  ow. The average freestreamvelocity was
measured to be 3035§ 100 m/s, which corresponds to a measure-
ment uncertainty of §3:3%. To our knowledge, these are the  rst
high-quality velocity measurements performed in a laminar hyper-
sonicboundarylayer.Furthermore,wemeasuredthe velocitypro le
in the separated  ow region forward of a blunt  n attached to a  at
plate in a hypersonic  ow. The resulting measurement uncertainty
for this second data set was much higher (up to §600 m/s). Al-
though these measurement are less accurate than would be desired
for comparison with CFD, we have outlined several small changes
to the experimental method that would produce more accurate re-
sults. Still, we believe that these are the  rst velocitymeasurements
in such a hypersonic, separated forebody  ow eld.
The major advantages of this velocity measurement technique
are that it is conceptually simple and easy to interpret. It uses a
single laser, whereas most  ow-tagging methods use two or three
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lasers.Themethod is especiallyconvenientfor scientistsalreadyus-
ing PLIF: velocity measurements can be performed with very few
modi cations to the measurement system. The major disadvantage
of the method is that the molecule probed needs to have a long
 uorescence lifetime. This limits the applicability of the method
to specialized  ow facilities, like free-piston shock tunnels, where
the  ow velocity is high and the gas composition can be carefully
controlled.Nonetheless, this method should allow a range of veloc-
ity measurements in a variety of hypersonic  ows of interest to the
scienti c community.
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